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Learning Discriminative Embeddings for Object Recognition on-the-fly
Miguel Lagunes-Fortiz1,2 Dima Damen2 and Walterio Mayol-Cuevas2
Abstract— We address the problem of learning to recognize
new objects on-the-fly efficiently. When using CNNs, a typi-
cal approach for learning new objects is by fine-tuning the
model. However, this approach relies on the assumption that
the original training set is available and requires high-end
computational resources for training the ever-growing dataset
efficiently, which can be unfeasible for robots with limited
hardware. To overcome these limitations, we propose a new
architecture that: 1) Instead of predicting labels, it learns
to generate discriminative and separable embeddings of an
object’s viewpoints by using a Supervised Triplet Loss, which is
easier to implement than current smart mining techniques and
the trained model can be applied to unseen objects. 2) Infers an
object’s identity efficiently by utilizing a lightweight classifier
in the features embedding space, this keeps the inference time
in the order of milliseconds and can be retrained efficiently
when new objects are learned. We evaluate our approach on
four real-world images datasets used for Robotics and Com-
puter Vision applications: Amazon Robotics Challenge 2017 by
MIT-Princeton, T-LESS, ToyBoX, and CORe50 datasets. Code
available at [1].
I. INTRODUCTION
Over the past few years, the robotics and computer vision
community have adopted Convolutional Neural Networks
(CNNs) as the standard approach for addressing object
recognition and localization [2]. Despite the human-level
performance in recognition accuracy, CNNs are still very
limited compared with the cognition capabilities of humans
[3]. One of these limitations is the ability to learn new
instances efficiently, without catastrophically forgetting the
previously learned ones, while considering variations in pose
and appearance.
Learning new objects on-the-fly, that is, able to process
objects as soon as they are being perceived, is a desirable
capability for robots and intelligent systems working within
dynamic environments [4], [5].
While continuous fine-tuning approaches have been ex-
plored [6] it is an unfeasible approach for most autonomous
robotic platforms given three main limitations: 1 ) It as-
sumes access to the original training set, which can easily
reach the order of TBs even with low-quality images. 2)
It requires high end dedicated computational resources for
training the model efficiently and 3) The time required for
retraining increases linearly as more items are introduced.
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Fig. 1. The problem we aim to solve is to learn new objects without
re-training the CNN model. To do so, we teach a model to maximize
the separability (blue arrow) and minimize the intra-class distance
(red arrows) of embeddings in a supervised manner. During de-
ployment, the model can produce embeddings with these properties
even for objects not seen during training (novel objects). In order
to perform classification, we use a lightweight classifier such as
Nearest Neighbours for matching embeddings with unknown and
known labels.
These limitations motivate for developing models that will
not require fine-tuning for learning new objects.
The general idea in our approach is to design a Deep
Learning model that learns two tasks simultaneously:
1) Learns the concept of “Object similarity” by mapping
object’s viewpoints from the same class close to each
other and dissimilar ones farther apart, in a feature
embedding space IRn.
2) Learns a powerful visual representation by combining
a metric learning and fully supervised losses.
By doing so, the model learns to generate discriminative
and separable embeddings generically in the features space
IRn, as depicted in Fig. 1, which then can be classified by
a lightweight classifier such as Nearest Neighbours or a
Support Vector Machine [7]. New objects can be mapped to
IRn using the same learned model, and only the lightweight
classifier has to be retrained in order to get the probabilities
considering all learned objects.
We evaluate our approach in four datasets used for multi-
view object recognition: T-LESS, ToyBox, Amazon Robotics
Challenge 2017 by Princeton-MIT and CORe50. We use
precision as the evaluation metric.
Contribution: The primary goal in our paper is to show
that a single CNN model can be trained effortlessly to
generate discriminative and separable features which can be
useful for learning new objects on-the-fly efficiently.
II. RELATED WORK
The most straightforward strategy for learning from a
continuous stream of data using Convolutional Neural Net-
works (CNN’s) is to retrain the model (entirely or just a
few layers) using the updated training set [8], [9], [6]. While
these approaches offer state-of-the-art performance, it is an
unfeasible approach for many autonomous and mobile robots
with limited computational resources that are required to
learn new objects efficiently.
An alternative to continuous fine-tuning is the Metric
Learning approach, which instead of predicting labels, the
model is trained to learn the concept of “similarity” by
bringing close to each other embeddings from the same class
and far apart otherwise, in a feature embedding space IRn.
Currently, the best approaches to metric learning employ
state of the art CNNs [10], [11]. A pioneering model is the
Siamese architecture [12] which utilizes the Contrastive Loss
(Eq. 1) defines as:
Lcontrastive = (1−Y )12D(X1,X2)+(Y )
1
2
[m−D(X1,X2)]+
(1)
Where X1,X2 are pairs of images, that can be from the
same or different objects, indicated in the vector Y . A
CNN fθ with weights θ is used for mapping images to an
embedding space IRn (Eq. 2), where the Euclidean distance
(Eq. 3) d is used for computing the similarity between the
two embeddings. Dot product, Mahalanobis distance or even
a trainable metric as in [13], can be used as an alternative to
Eq. 3. Finally, the [·]+ operator denotes the hinge function
equivalent to max(0, ·) function.
D(Xa,Xb) = d( fθ (Xa), fθ (Xb)) (2)
d(xa,xb) =
1
2
‖xa− xb‖22 (3)
While the Siamese architecture has been used for One-
Shot learning [14], dimensionality reduction [12], image
classification [15] and cross-domain [4] with competitive
results, it is unable to learn similarity and dissimilarity at
the same time since the pairs are either from the same or
different object.
This limitation is overcome by the Triplet architecture
[16], which encourages a relative distance constraint between
similar and dissimilar images simultaneously in the Triplet
Loss (Eq 4).
Ltriplet = [D(Xa,Xp)−D(Xa,Xn)+m]+ (4)
The Triplet architecture became the most widely used
approach for metric learning [17], with two main limitations:
1) Selecting the triplets in (Eq. 4) is a non-trivial and
crucial task [16], given that fθ quickly learns to
correctly map most trivial triplets, it leaves a large
fraction of all triplets uninformative and makes hard
mining triplets a crucial step for training [18].
2) The loss is defined in terms of small groups of images
in the mini-batch and does not consider a global
structure of the training set, which might lead to sub-
optimal solutions depending on the mini-batch size.
Thus, many variants of the Triplet architecture aim to
address these issues. Concerning mini-batch formation, a
first approach for hard mining triplets is the Lifted Struc-
ture [7] approach, which consists of incorporating on-line
hard negative mining by comparing each positive example
against all negative examples in the training mini-batch.
The Quadruplet [19] architecture incorporates an additional
negative example in the mini-batch aiming to facilitate the
clustering of negative examples. Quintuple [20] and N-pair
[21] models are an extension of this idea.
For selecting the best triplets, [22] proposes a smart
mining trainable module that forms triplets from a pool com-
posed of semi-hard positive and negative samples. Similarly,
[23] proposes a trainable module named PDDM (Position-
Dependant Deep Metric) that scores the hardest negative
example within the mini-batch, based on relative and global
distances within the batch. More recently, [24] proposed
Batch Hard forming, where the core idea is to form batches
by randomly sampling P classes (i.e., instances) and then se-
lecting the hardest positive and the hardest negative samples
within the batch. An orthogonal approach for speeding up
the training is Angular Loss [25] where authors propose an
additional angular loss term that constrains the upper bound
angle in each triplet triangle.
For addressing the lack of global structure in the metric
space, [26] proposes to combine Sample-based methods
(such as Triplets or Softmax) with Set-Based methods (such
SMVs). This approach is trained with a Max-Margin Loss,
which improves the separability of the embeddings by max-
imizing the possible inter-class margin by using Support
Vector Machines (SVMs). The main limitation, having to
train the model set-based offline and the sample-based on-
line.
In [15], authors propose a global loss that tries to mini-
mize the variance within each embedding distribution and
maximize the mean value of the distances between non-
matching pairs. The drawback of this method is requiring
the complete training set loaded in memory, in order to
estimate variance and means in each class. Center Loss [27]
aims for the same goal of minimizing the intra-class distance
of the embeddings by learning a center for each class and
penalizing the distances between the embeddings and their
corresponding class centers. It works jointly with Softmax
loss. Following the idea of making more discriminative
embedding, [28] combines the Triplet and Center Loss for
multi-view object retrieval.
The data points in the embedding space can be used for
person re-identification [16], [24], clustering and retrieval
[7], [21], [29], [10], [7], [28] and object recognition [14],
[4] and [5]. To do so, an additional classifier has to be used.
The two common approaches are using Nearest Neighbours
and Support Vector Machines.
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Fig. 2. Proposed Object Recognition on-the-fly framework. Our Supervised Triplet Network (a) is trained with triplets of images, a soft margin triplet loss
is obtained from the triplets, and a softmax loss is obtained by utilizing each image and its label. For deployment (b), the network is simplified to a single
branch, since all weights are shared. Additionally, we remove the softmax layer, leaving the network to produce agnostic embeddings of 128-dimension.
With the simplified network, we first project images with known labels into a common embeddings space, these images can depict objects never sought
during the training of the model. For performing classification, the model will project an image’s embedding close to the most similar labeled embeddings,
for which a light-weight classifier, such as nearest neighbors, can be used to estimate the unknown class.
III. PROPOSED METHOD
Our approach consists of dividing the recognition problem
into two stages: Embeddings generation and Classification.
We use a CNN to generate separable and discriminant
embeddings from an object’s viewpoints in a generic fashion,
so then the model can be applied to unseen objects. With sep-
arable and discriminant features projected in an embedding
space, a lightweight classifier such as Nearest Neighbors or
a Linear Support Vector Machine can be used for retrieving
the classification probabilities efficiently. When a new object
is needed to learn, only the lightweight classifier has to be
re-train.
Feature generation and classification are typically done
end-to-end when using CNNs [33]. However, this approach
is not suitable for autonomous robots with limited compu-
tational resources, considering that it would require high
memory capacity for storing the ever-growing image dataset
and high computational resources for training the CNN
efficiently on board. Additionally, the learned features by
using full supervision only, such by a Cross Entropy Loss, are
not discriminative enough since the optimization is focused
only in finding decision boundaries that separate the class
manifolds [28].
In the other hand, Metric Learning approaches such as the
Triplet architecture [34] aims to learn a more general concept
of image similarity that can be useful for estimating the
similarity in viewpoints of novel objects. However, learning
such a concept requires a significant amount of training
examples (e.g. using tens of millions, compared to only
millions, lead to a relative reduction error of 60% in [16]) and
selecting the tuples of images in the mini-batches is still an
open research field [11], which can be a difficult to address
when learning from few examples.
Thus, we propose a framework that combines the benefits
of both approaches by utilizing a fully supervised loss with
a metric loss as regularizer as shown in Fig. 2(a). The loss
function in our Supervised Triplet is defined by:
LSTriplet =LSo f tmax+λ ·LTriplet (5)
LTriplet = [d( fθ (Xa), fθ (Xp)−d( fθ (Xa), fθ (Xn)+m]+ (4)
LSo f tmax =− log
(
exclass
∑i exi
)
(6)
Each loss term works as follows:
A. Softmax loss
As studied in [27] and [28], using a fully supervised loss
such as Softmax Cross Entropy can be beneficial for Metric
Learning models. The idea behind is to use the Softmax loss
for generating manifolds efficiently (e.g., by utilizing all the
images in the mini-batch as oppose to the very expensive
time required by triplets [10]).
B. Triplet Loss
Similar to Center Loss [27], is it possible to learn a more
discriminative visual representation when the Softmax Cross
Entropy loss is constrained by penalizing the similarity of the
features in the Embeddings Space IRn. We use Euclidean
distance for comparing the similarity of two embeddings.
As oppose to [27], we use the triplet loss, which brings
embeddings from a similar class together and away otherwise
without the need of computing centroids from every class, in
train train test
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Fig. 3. Object Recognition Datasets. In T-LESS [30], the model has to recognize unseen viewpoints. In Toybox [31] we used the hodgepodge videos for
training and translations across the three axes for testing. We use ARC as in [4]. We use training and testing scenes as proposed by [32]
every training step. As studied by [28], the metric loss has
to be attenuated by a factor λ in order to give priority to the
manifolds generated by the Softmax Cross Entropy loss, this
is the only additional hyper-parameter in our model respect
to a Triplet architecture [16].
So far, the CNN model can produce cluster-like embed-
dings from an object’s viewpoints, which can be applied
to objects not seen during training. However, an additional
classifier is required in order to compute the prediction prob-
abilities considering all the objects learned. Linear Support
Vector Machines and Nearest Neighbors are common choices
for image retrieval, face identification and object recognition.
C. Recognizing novel objects
The methodology for projecting images into a common
Features Embeddings Space and computing the prediction
probabilities is the following:
1) First, the model can be compacted as shown in Fig.
2(b). Since all the weights in the model are shared,
we can remove the two additional siblings and leave
the model with a single branch. Additionally, we also
remove the fully connected layer that was used for the
Cross-Entropy Loss.
2) For learning a new object, we project the training
images to the Feature Embeddings Space IRn and we
associate each data point with the respective label.
3) We retrain the lightweight classifier for making pre-
dictions by taking into account the added data points
and labels in IRn.
4) For recognizing the object, we project a test image
to IRn, and the classifier will compute the prediction
probabilities.
The training examples are stored as embeddings, so there
is no need for saving image files. Any CNN architecture
can be trained with Eq. 5 for producing the embeddings.
Similarly, any classifier can be used for predicting the
decision boundaries and probabilities in IRn. In the next
section, we describe how the selection of the classifiers
affects performance and computing times.
IV. EXPERIMENTS
We selected ResNet-50 [35] as the backbone CNN for
generating features and K-Nearest Neighbors with k = 5 as
the classifier in order to make our model comparable with
the Amazon Robotics Challenge 2017 winner [4], who uses
the same configuration. A fully connected layer generates
the embeddings with a dimension of 128 elements. Selecting
the embedding size has been studied by [16] and [36] in the
context of face recognition and image retrieval, choosing a
dimension of 128 elements leads to both faster inference and
higher accuracy compared to higher dimensions.
As the first baseline, we selected ResNet-50 trained with
ImageNet, for generating embeddings and K-Nearest Neigh-
bors (k = 5) as the classifier. Since ResNet50 does not
have intermediate fully connected layers, we follow the
methodology proposed by [4] which consists in taking the
feature map after the average pooling layer and flatten it to
a 1-D vector with 2048 elements (this dimension resulted
from using a resolution of 224x224 pixels). This baseline
allowed us to explore if a model trained with a large dataset
can produce discriminative embeddings for multi-view object
recognition.
As the second baseline we selected the Triplet Architecture
since it is the most widely used Deep Metric Learning
approach [17]. We applied hard-negative mining as proposed
in [16] and [7]. The hard-negative mining consisted of taking
the 20% more difficult examples in the mini-batch and
feeding them in the next mini-bath. The sibling CNNs were
pre-trained with ImageNet as we are using a few examples
per object.
For the Triplet and Supervised Triplet (our approach) we
used a soft margin, this is m = 0 in Eq. 4, as recommended
by [24]. For the Amazon Robotics Challenge dataset, we also
compared our model against the winning team [4] and their
baseline Siamese Network [12]. We did not select [4] as a
baseline for the other datasets as it is not detailed by the
authors how to select the image pairs for single or multiple
(more than two) cross-domain datasets.
We selected four datasets that depict objects from an
egocentric view (as would be seen from a robot’s perspective
in mobile robots and manipulators) and show different poses
and viewpoints of every object. Apart from the Amazon
Robotics Challenges by Princeton-MIT (where an actual
robot took images), we selected datasets that present chal-
lenging recognition scenarios that a robot might face in real
conditions.
The first dataset is T-LESS [30], which contains 30 objects
with no relevant texture. Followed by ToyBox [31] a dataset
depicting 360 objects manipulated by a person. Toybox
allowed us to evaluate how well the model scales (we
selected ToyBox over the iCubWorld dataset [37] since, at
the submission time, the latter contains only 28 instances).
The remaining datasets are Amazon Robotics Challenge [4]
with 60 objects collected by the MIT-Princeton robot for
TABLE I
MODELS TRAINED FOR LABEL PREDICTION VS METRIC LEARNING APPROACHES
Method TLESS ToyBox ARC CORe50
CNN (Softmax) 97.31 ± 0.17 74.96 ± 0.08 92.31 ± 0.13 92.61 ± 0.26
CNN (ImageNet) 34.81 10.13 27.2 24.89
Triplet CNN 93.65 ± 1.49 56.98 ± 1.32 75.17 ± 1.49 74.14 ± 1.83
S-Triplet (ours) 98.59 ± 0.42 72.93 ± 0.54 96.09 ± 0.21 94.06 ± 0.41
Fig. 4. For finding the best λ in Eq. 5, we varied the range from
1 to 0.0001.
solving the Amazon Robotics Challenge 2017 and CORe50
[32] dataset, which shows 50 objects across different envi-
ronments and allows us to test the generalization capabilities
not only to unseen object’s poses but also new environments.
Fig. 3 contains an example of training and testing conditions
of every dataset. We perform the following experiments to
test our approach:
A. Balancing Softmax and Metric Learning Losses:
First, we followed the methodology proposed by [28]
for combining Deep Metric and Supervised Losses. The
methodology consists of relaxing the triplet loss by a factor
of λ , we followed their methodology of varying the value
from 1e-4 to 1, in steps of one order of magnitude. We use
the 80% training set for finding the best λ and evaluating on
the remaining 20%. We then use the best λ with full training
splits for the rest of the experiments. We show the results in
Fig. 4.
B. Trade off between Deep Metric Learning and Label
Prediction approaches
Here we compare the performance achieved by the models
trained for label prediction with full supervision, a model
train purely based in similarities ( e.g., Deep Metric Learn-
ing) and our approach who combine both losses. As a
baseline we chose the Triplet Architecture [34], as it is the
most widely used model [7] and has higher performance
than Siamese [17]. We trained the Triplet model with the
hard mining methodology described in [34]. We trained all
the models three times and we show the mean and standard
error. Results are shown in Table I.
C. Recognizing Novel Classes:
Here we test the capabilities of each model for recognizing
novels classes on-the-fly, this is, without retraining or fine-
TABLE II
TLESS % ACCURACY TOP-1 RECOGNITION
Method Known Novel Mixed
CNN (Softmax) 99.88 ± 0.01 N/A 64.94 ± 1.07
CNN (ImageNet) 27.81 45.37 34.81
Triplet CNN 96.45 ± 1.58 91.03 ± 1.53 85.9 ± 1.47
S-Triplet (ours) 99.36 ± 0.23 96.56 ± 0.25 95.53 ± 0.21
TABLE III
TOYBOX % ACCURACY TOP-1 RECOGNITION
Method Known Novel Mixed
CNN (Softmax) 73.94 ± 0.17 N/A 47.94 ± 0.04
CNN (ImageNet) 5.88 17.91 10.13
Triplet CNN 68.23 ± 1.72 49.6 ± 1.77 53.14 ± 1.75
S-Triplet (ours) 81.52 ± 0.33 79.52 ± 0.27 72.23 ± 0.48
tuning the backbone CNN model. We followed the method-
ology proposed by [4] which consists in splitting each dataset
into a “novel” and “split” sets, two-thirds of the classes are
used for training the model and the remaining third is used
for recognition of new instances. The classes are selected
randomly, for the ARC dataset, we used the same splits as in
[4], for TLESS, CORe50 and ToyBox the splits are located
in [1]. Similarly, every model was trained three times and
we show the mean and standard error accuracy. Results are
shown in Tables II - V.
D. Embeddings association:
Here we explore how the performance is affected by utiliz-
ing Logistic Regression, a Linear Support Vector Machines
(SVM) and K-Nearest Neighbors. Results are shown in Fig.
6.
TABLE IV
ARC % ACCURACY TOP-1 RECOGNITION
Method Known Novel Mixed
CNN (Softmax) 92.31 ± 0.13 N/A 61.26 ± 0.27
CNN (ImageNet) 27.2 52.6 35.0
Siamese CNN [12] 76.9 68.2 74.12
Triplet CNN [34] 75.17 ± 1.49 58.3 ± 1.29 62.12 ± 1.57
Two-Stage
K-net + N-net [4] 93.6 77.5 88.6
S-Triplet (ours) 96.09 ± 0.21 74.21 ± 0.26 87.53 ± 0.5
TABLE V
CORE50 % ACCURACY TOP-1 RECOGNITION
Method Known Novel Mixed
CNN (Softmax) 94.22 ± 0.32 N/A 64.31 ± 0.49
CNN (ImageNet) 21.14 29.47 24.89
Triplet CNN 87.00 ± 1.49 73.13 ± 1.61 79.86 ± 1.65
S-Triplet (ours) 95.31 ± 0.29 89.03 ± 0.25 87.23 ± 0.22
(a) Known - Triplet (b) Known - ours (d) Novel - Triplet (e) Novel - ours
(g) Combined - Triplet (h) Combined - ours
Fig. 5. T-sne visualization of the baseline Triplet Architecture [34] (left) vs. our Supervised Triplet (right) for learning novel classes in CORe50. We
show the known (classes seen in training), novel (unseen object) and combined (full test set) splits and we use the labels data for coloring the clusters.
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Fig. 6. We compare the performance and training time of K-Nearest
Neighbours (k = 5), Linear SVM and Logistic Regression. We use
the same training set as in Table I. We use the implementations
from the scikit-learn library [38].
V. DISCUSSION
From Table I we can see the gap in performance from a
Metric Learning and Label Predictions approaches. The gap
is more significant in domain-adaptation scenarios such as
ARC and CORe50. This decrease in performance is an inher-
ent drawback in current Metric Learning approaches based
purely in “image similarity,” since testing images depicting
objects in a different background and illumination conditions
are not similar enough to the training examples which lead
to a wrong mapping into the correct class manifold. On the
other hand, a CNN trained with a fully supervised loss dealt
better with the domain adaptation scenario. Even when the
model was not trained to be discriminative, the decision
boundaries are flexible enough to map the testing images
into the corresponding class manifold correctly.
From Table II we can conclude that all approaches were
able to map correctly unseen viewpoints of each class since
training and testing images have the same background and
illumination conditions, the Metric Learning approach was
comparable to the fully supervised. In contrast, in Table V,
we show the CORe50 results, where the Metric Learning ap-
proach struggled to recognize novel objects across different
environments.
In Table III we show the results with Toybox, the dataset
with most objects (360). For this dataset, our approach was
superior to the Metric Learning and CNN baselines, which
indicates our approach is scalable since it was able to learn
120 objects and was close to the fine-tune model in Table I.
In Table IV we compare our results with the Amazon
Robotics Challenge 2017 winner [4], our model has a
comparable performance (only 3% less). Our model utilizes
only one CNN, which translates in half of the parameters
to be trained and saved. Additionally, our approach does not
require a careful selection of the examples for learning the
concept of “similarity” since it learns such a concept in com-
bination with a Softmax loss, which is trained efficiently for
generating manifolds. Efficient optimization means that our
model does not require any cumbersome mining technique
nor distance metrics, which makes implementation easier
across current recognition datasets.
Finally, related to the selection of the additional classifier
(Fig. 6), we found Linear SVM and Logistic regression
concisely more useful that K-Nearest Neighbors with k=5,
at expenses of slightly higher computational times.
In conclusion, our Supervised Triplet, had a much closer
performance to the fine-tuned models across all datasets.
Thus, the strategy of combining fully supervised and metric
learning losses resulted in a model that generates discrim-
inate and separable embeddings (as shown in Fig. 5) for
learning new objects on-the-fly. Combining these losses
involves choosing a factor λ which, as shown in Fig. 4,
starting with a value of 0.1 and moving to nearby values
resulted in being useful across all datasets.
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